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ABSTRACT
We deal with mechanical documentation in software devel-
opment tools. First, we review tabular forms for program
specification and their formal syntax by an attribute edNCE
graph grammar. Next we explain a parser based on the
syntactic definitions and attribute rules. Furthermore, we
introduce an XML viewer for tabular forms based on the
attribute graph grammar. Finally, we introduce a system
structure to construct the whole processing system for me-
chanical documentation. These results are applied to me-
chanical manipulation of general tabular forms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mechanical documentation such as automatic drawing and
editing of program specification forms is one of the im-
portant problems in software development tools. Soft-
ware documentation includes tabular forms, such as pro-
gram specification forms, and diagrams, such as program
flowcharts. Furthermore, the tabular forms may be classi-
fied into: (1) nested-structured forms in which items are
linked hierarchically to one another; and (2) tessellation-
structured forms such as symbol tables and spread sheets.
This paper deals with (1) (that is, the nested-structured tab-
ular forms) together with their mechanical manipulating
problems.

In mechanical manipulation of tabular forms, it is
necessary to explicitly define both the syntax and draw-
ing conditions (cf. [3]). Attribute graph grammars formu-
late syntactic structure. They also formulate visual struc-
ture among items in forms, universally by syntax with at-
tribute rewriting rules. Franck [2] introduced precedence
graph grammars and applied them to nested program tab-
ular forms called PLAN2D. We formulated the hierarchi-
cally structured program tabular form [5, 8].

In 2000, we introduced part of a syntactic definition
of program specification forms based on ISO6592 standard

[7]. It is to be noted that those forms are represented by
attribute marked graphs. For this purpose, we employed
graph grammars. In this paper, we propose a universal pro-
cessing system for tabular forms. Accordingly, we employ
this system as the common models attribute NCE graph
grammars.

On the other hand, it is to be noted that XML is widely
recognized as one of the most influential standards con-
cerning data exchange and Web-presentations today. Since
XML is platform-independent [1], software documents ex-
pressed in XML are viewed and displayed on any readily
available Web browsers. Thus, documents expressed in the
form of XML can be shared with many other users, regard-
less of their computer environments. Here, we enhanced
our system in such a manner as to be able to generate XML
source codes of tabular forms by using the attribute edNCE
graph grammar as well as to check their grammatical cor-
rectness.

In Section 2, we review tabular forms for program
specification and a formal syntax of those forms by at-
tribute edNCE graph grammars. In Section 3, we also re-
view a parser for tabular forms, which provides a mechan-
ical verifier. In Section 4, we introduce an XML viewer
for tabular forms based on the attribute graph grammar. In
Section 5, we propose a syntactic processing system using
above methods. Section 6 provides concluding remarks.

2. TABULAR FORMS AND THEIR SYN-
TAX

In this section, we review the tabular forms for program
specification, by using some examples.

2.1 Tabular Forms for Program Specifica-
tion

We consider here a program specification language called
Hiform [7] based on ISO6592 [4].

The International Organization for Standardization is-
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Figure 1. Hiform General Document form

sued a guideline in ISO6592 and described all items in pro-
gram documentation in Annexes A, B and C. We consid-
ered the ISO6592 items and introduced Hiform, which in-
cludes all items defined in these Annexes. Hiform [7] is
defined by 17 types of forms. Figure 1 shows a Hiform
General Document form.

The order among tabular forms was already defined
by a context-free string grammar [7]. The order and graph-
ical structure of cells inside tabular forms will be discussed
later.
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Figure 2. Nested tabular form and its corresponding
marked graph

Hiform is characterized by graph grammars for graph
syntax and attribute rules for drawing conditions. In the
graph grammar of Hiform, a program form is represented
by a marked graph with locations. We illustrate examples
in Figure 2.

2.2 edNCE Graph Grammars [6]

The following provides a formal model of tabular forms.

Definition An edNCE graph grammar is a 6-tuple � �
��������� �� ���where � is the alphabet of node labels,
� � � denotes the alphabet of terminal node labels, �
is the alphabet of edge labels, � � � is the alphabet of
final edge labels, � is the finite set of productions and
� � � � � is the initial nonterminal. A production is
of the form X � �D�C� with X � ���, D is a graph over
the � and �, and C � � � � � � � �� � �in� out� is the
connection relation, where �� is a set of nodes on D. �

The type of Nested tabular forms (see Figure 2) plays an
important role in software documentation. We character-
ize it by the following Hiform Nested Graph Grammar
(HNGG).

2.3 HNGG [9, 10]

In this part, we consider an attribute edNCE graph gram-
mar which characterizes the Hiform documents. The gram-
mar is called Hiform Nested Graph Grammar (HNGG).
We consider an attribute edNCE graph grammar HNGG
� � �� � �� � �� � that generates nested tabular
forms in Hiform form. Underlying graph grammar ��
� ��� ��� ��� ��� � �� � �� � is an edNCE context-free
graph grammar.

The following Figure 3 illustrates productions of
HNGG. Each production has attribute rules for drawing in-
formation and generating XML source codes. The HNGG
includes 280 productions and 1528 attribute rules for the
definition of nested graph part such as the program form.

[head row]

[head root] 

x(1) = x(0) x(2) = x(0)

y(1) = y(0) y(2) = y(0) + height(1)
width(0) = max(width(1) , 
                           width(2))
height(0) = height(1) + height(2) 

SXML (0) = SXML (1) SXML(2)

x(1) = x(0) x(2) = x(0) + width(1)

y(1) = y(0) y(2) = y(0)

width(0) = width(1) + width(2)

height(0) = max(height(1) ,
                            height(2))
SXML (0) = SXML (1) SXML(2)

</node>
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Figure 3. Productions of HNGG



3. PARSING OF HIFORM [13]

3.1 Precedence Graph Grammar [2, 10]

We have modified the Franck’s precedence relation [2] on
Franck’s context-free graph grammar and we hereby pro-
pose precedence relations on edNCE graph grammars for
efficient parsing. Let G be an edNCE grammar. Then,
precedence relations

	
�, ��, �� and � �� are determined

by a connection relation of each production of � .
We construct 5376 relations over the marks in HNGG as
shown in Figure 4. It is shown that the relations are pair-
wise disjoint. HNGG syntax has the precedence property
[2]. Then we can obtain the following property.

Property Grammar HNGG is a precedence graph
grammar [2]. Thus, the parsing algorithm of Hiform is
given by the Franck’s linear time parsing algorithm [9].
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Figure 4. A part of Precedence Realation of HNGG

3.2 Parsing Algorithm [2, 10, 13]

We describe here an outline of parsing algorithm (cf.
[2, 10, 13]).
The algorithm ’parser’ includes repetition of the algorithm
’reduce’ while an input graph to the algorithm ’reduce’ is
not a start graph of the graph grammar. The algorithm ’re-
duce’ principally consists of the following 3 steps.

1. It seeks for a handle in the graph inputted by an algo-
rithm ’seekForHandle’. A handle is found using the
precedence table.

2. The handle is replaced by a new node whose mark
is a left hand side of production for this handle, by
calling an algorithm ’replaceHandleToLeftHandSide-
OfProduction’.

3. ’reduce’ returns a graph replaced by a handle.

The algorithm ’replaceHandleToLeftHandSideOfProduc-
tion’ principally consists of the following 4 steps.

1. The handle is removed from the graph by calling
’moveHandleFromGraph’.

2. A production for the handle is searched by calling
’searchProduction’.

3. Derivation subtree is made by the handle and the pro-
duction by calling ’makeDerivationTree’.

4. A new node’s mark is the left hand side of the produc-
tion.

4. ATTRIBUTE EVALUATION AND XML
VIEWER

Layout problems can be solved by evaluation of attributes
[13]. We use attributes 
, �, ���� and �����. In ad-
dition, we introduce new attribute ���� which contains
XML source codes, as its value and representation corre-
sponding to the tabular forms. The attribute ���� is de-
fined by using a concatenation operator ’�’ and is computed
by referring to other attributes. The XML source codes are
generated by evaluating ����. Evaluation of attributes is
performed in the bottom-up manner. We illustrate a process
of evaluating the attributes in Figure 6.

First, by parsing for a marked graph, if the syntax
of the marked graph is correct, then the derivation tree is
generated. Next, by evaluating layout attributes for the
derivation tree, the derivation tree with layout information
is obtained. Then XML Viewer takes the derivation tree as
an input and computes corresponding XML source codes
by evaluating attributes of the derivation tree. Finally the
viewer displays the tabular forms by referring to the XSL
file pre-defined and using popular Web browser(e. g., IE).
The number of attribute rules concerning the XML is 280.
Figure 5 shows a processing flow of the parser and XML
viewer, and Figure 6 is a derivation tree with XML source
codes.

5. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

This system is constructed on a graph parsing engine for
Hiform. This engine is comprised of three parts, which are
(1) productions for tabular form syntax, (2) attribute rules
for calculating values of tabular form’s layout information
and (3) a precedence table for tabular form parsing.

Figure 7 illustrates the System Overview, and the Ta-
ble 1 shows the features of the system. An execution screen
of the XML viewer is shown in Figure 8 in the Appendix.

Editor under development
Drawer 3k lines

Parsing Engine 2k lines

Production 280 rules
Attribute Tree 1528 rules
Precedence Table 5376 relations

Table 1. Feature of our system
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Figure 6. Derivation Tree with XML source codes
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Figure 5. Processing Flow of the parser and XML viewer
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Editor XML Viewer

Figure 7. System Overview

6. RELATED WORKS

Graph manipulating systems such as graph editors and
graph drawing systems using combinatorial and constraint
algorithms have been developed[6]. Along with the devel-
opment of the graph grammar theory, syntactic graph ma-
nipulating systems such as DIAGEN were also developed.
Among them, several large projects such as APPLIGRAPH
have been also developed. Nagl et al. introduced IPSEN
systems.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We defined an attribute edNCE graph grammar with 280
productions and 1528 attribute rules for ISO 6592 docu-
mentation with 137 items. We proposed syntactic tabular
form designing environment (cf. [9, 11, 12, 14]), based
on the attribute edNCE graph grammar. Then we devel-
oped XML viewer for tabular forms, which generates XML
source codes based on the grammar and displays tabular
forms with IE. Our whole system takes a marked graph as
input, verifies the syntax of it and displays it on a common
use Web browser. We are now developing a Syntax Editor.
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